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Chapter 6 The noun phrase: modification and definiteness
Patience Epps

Language: Hup
Language Family: Nadahup; Eastern Nadahup; Hup-Yuhup; Hup
Macro Area: South America

This chapter deals with issues relating to the noun phrase and its behavior within the clause, with a particular focus on modification and definiteness. While Chapter 5 dealt with the compound noun, a noun phrase composed of two (or more) associated members of the open class of nouns, this chapter examines the closed classes of nominal modifiers – demonstratives, quantifiers, and adjectives – and their roles within the noun phrase. It also addresses the ability of members of those closed word classes to act as nominal heads in their own right, occurring in lieu of a noun or noun phrase as the argument of a verb. A few additional non-nominal functions (adverbal, determiner, etc.) of these closed word classes (specifically interrogative pronouns and demonstratives) are briefly considered here as well. In the final section of this chapter, I also briefly discuss noun phrase coordination. Issues relating to case marking have been dealt with in §4.3; locative postpositions, which typically combine with a noun to form an adverbial phrase within the clause, are discussed in §10.3.

A basic phrase structure template for the noun phrase (in which the noun stem N may be either compound or simple) is provided here. The order of the constituents is fairly rigid within the noun phrase itself, when numerals, demonstratives, or possessors follow the noun, they are probably best interpreted as appositional noun phrases in their own right, or even as predicate nominals.
A basic phrase structure template for the noun phrase (in which the noun stem N may be either compound or simple) is provided here. The order of the constituents is fairly rigid within the noun phrase itself; when numerals, demonstratives, or possessors follow the noun, they are probably best interpreted as appositional noun phrases in their own right, or even as predicate nominals.

NP → (Dem – POSS PN – Numeral) N (Adj)

© 6.1. Pronouns
© 6.2. Question words
© 6.3. Demonstratives
© 6.4. Indefinite reference
© 6.5. Quantification
© 6.6. Adjectival modifiers
© 6.7. Coordination of noun phrases
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